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About Us:
Dark Paradigm is a small independent UK book publisher with titles in the
thriller/speculative and science fiction genres.

About the authors:
Jay Tinsiano is an avid reader and writer of fiction, specifically crime, dystopia and
thrillers and interweaves his experiences into his fiction writing. He is currently working
on a thriller / post-apocalyptic series called Dark Paradigm in collaboration with Jay
Newton.

Jay Newton practices and teaches martial arts. He is also a keen cyclist, manages a
band and is an avid fiction reader. Currently he is working on the Dark Paradigm and
Dark Ops series with Jay Tinsiano and is co-founder of Dark Paradigm Publishing. Jay
lives in Bristol, UK with his family.



False Flag

(Frank Bowen Thriller #1)

by Jay Tinsiano.

1991: A plan to destabilise Hong Kong is emerging; the key players are being put into place, the
wheels are in motion and innocent people will die.

Frank Bowen is a Londoner on holiday in tropical Thailand. Half drunk and strapped for cash, he’s
the perfect bait for a political plot that will leave him running for his life, with nowhere to turn.

An international conspiracy thriller by Jay Tinsiano, False Flag spans South-east Asia, with twists
and turns that leave every character in question.
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False Flag

(Frank Bowen Thriller #1)

by Jay Tinsiano.



Pandora Red

(Frank Bowen Thriller #2)

by Jay Tinsiano.

Frank Bowen's mission is to find a GCHQ whistleblower but in doing so unwittingly risks everything,
including his own family's safety.

As part of a covert team, assigned to dangerous missions, Bowen believes he knows what he's up
against until a team of Russian mercenaries are thrown into the mix, leaving everyone and
everything hanging in the balance.

It's a race against the clock to save all that he holds dear and uncover the dark truths behind his
mission.
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(Dark Paradigm Thriller #1)

by Jay Tinsiano

Half a world away in Spain and running from his past, a Los Angeles gangster unwittingly takes a
train that’s headed straight into a terrorist attack. He survives only to face an even deadlier threat.

From its first pages, the relentless techno-thriller White Horse drops you into a global conspiracy
that threatens humanity itself and will keep you guessing whether anyone can survive.
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Haleema Sheraz, a cyber hacker for the Iranian government, discovers her father has gone
missing. Frustrated at the lack of urgency from the police, she investigates and soon reveals a
kidnapping network that spans back to Operation Paperclip in World War II.

Meanwhile, her brothers join an ISIS-inspired uprising that is wreaking havoc inside Iran, and
finding her father quickly becomes a mission to save her family.

Joe Bowen and Hugo Reese continue to prepare Liberatus for a wider global struggle and find
themselves called to help one of their own secret assets—Sirus aka Haleema Sheraz.

Soon they will all be thrust into the battle zone and their lives will change irreversibly in this epic
story of bitter struggle against the backdrop of total war.
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Red Horse

(Dark Paradigm Thriller #2)

by Jay Tinsiano & Jay Newton



Blood Tide

(A Doug Brown Terrorism Thriller)

by Jay Tinsiano

Detective Douglas Brown transferred to Hong Kong to forget his past and the dark memory that
still haunts him—Richard Blythe.

Blythe, an explosives expert gone rogue, had terrorised London and outwitted Brown, leading to
the deaths of countless innocents.

Now the detective's worst fear has come true. Blythe is free from prison to wreak havoc and lead
Brown on a deadly cat and mouse game in the city of Hong Kong.
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